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Organization Studies
%CNNHQT2CRGTU5RGEKCN+UUWGQP
The hidden life of categories: emergence,
maintenance and change in organizations,
markets and society
Deadline for Submissions: September 30th 2017
)WGUV'FKVQTUHQTVJG5RGEKCN+UUWG
)KWUGRRG&GNOGUVTK978KGPPC
Filippo Carlo Wezel, emlyon
Elizabeth Goodrick, Florida Atlantic University
Marvin Washington, University of Alberta
6JGUVWF[QHECVGIQTKGUQTūEQPEGRVWCNDQWPFCTKGUVJCVENWUVGTGCUKN[UWDUVKVWVCDNGOQFGNUŲCPFFKUtinguish them from less substitutable groupings” (Rosa, et al, 1999: 64) has grown in interest as
a concept within the organizations literature. Since the formulations by authors such as Douglas
(1987), Zuckerman (1999), Rosa, Porac, Runser-Spanjol, Saxon (1999), Lounsbury and Rao (2004),
and Hannan Polos and Carroll (2007), the study of social categories has become a central concern in
QTICPK\CVKQPVJGQT[5QEKCNECVGIQTKGUCTGVJGDWKNFKPIDNQEMUQHUQEKGVKGUƒGNFUOCTMGVURTQHGUUKQPU
and organizations. They are part of the taken for granted structures of everyday life. Anchored in language, visual symbols and also artifacts, categories allow society in its different domains to exist. For
instance, market categories permit producers and consumers to interact with each other. Professional
categories permit the distribution of substantive knowledge and associated practices to different
jurisdictions. Organizational categories allow for the legitimate orchestration of resources. Societies
themselves are constituted along different categorical dimensions depending on how corporate and
statist the polity historically developed (e.g., in statist and corporatist polities ‘hospitals’ tend to be
EQPUVKVWVGFCUNQECNUVTQPIJQNFUQHVJGRTQHGUUKQPUQTVJGUVCVGCPFPQVCUƒTOU 
%CVGIQT[UVWFKGUYJKNGūDGKPICTQWPFŬCNQPIVKOGKPXCTKQWUFKUEKRNKPGUHTQORJKNQUQRJ[VQNKPguistics to cognitive science, have burgeoned in organization studies only recently. Organizational
ecologists for instance have emphasized the impact of the cognitive structure of a market on the
behaviour of incumbents, on the evaluations of consumers, and on the decisions of entrepreneurs (see Hannan et al., 2007). Our understanding of the cognitive structuring of markets and of
differences among producers has been radically improved by the development of concepts like
category contrast and grade of membership (Hannan, 2010).
However, a dynamic view on how categories emerge, change, dissolve, are combined, or contesVGFJCUQPN[TGEGPVN[DGGPKFGPVKƒGFCUCPGEGUUCT[UVGRKPVJGFGXGNQROGPVQHECVGIQT[UVWFKGU
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both by ecologists and institutionalists. Organizational institutionalists in particular have given
primacy to the processes of categorization and studied the emergence and institutionalization of
market categories (Navis and Glynn, 2010; Delacour and Leca, 2016), the institutional maintenance work of categories (e.g., Micelotta and Washington, 2013), and connected market categories
to broader social and political structures (Jones, Maoret, Massa, and Svejenova, 2012). Both
streams have recently converged in the attention devoted to category status as an independent
(Sharkey, 2014), moderating (Montauti and Wezel, 2016) and dependent variable (Delmestri and
Greenwood, 2016).
+PVJKUURGEKCNKUUWGYGCTGRCTVKEWNCTN[KPVGTGUVGFKPTGUGCTEJVJCVKPVGITCVGUFKHHGTGPVCRRTQCches to categories to understand the opportunities, threats, and processes embodied in category
F[PCOKEU+PRCTVKEWNCTYGGPXKUCIGVQURWTTGUGCTEJQPVJGF[PCOKEUQHECVGIQTKGURCTVKEWNCTN[
on the ensuing conflicts and struggles over their meanings, status and morality and to develop a
deeper theoretical understanding of how organizations navigate category change, successfully
overcoming its challenges and, sometimes, strategically using it. We expect this special issue
VQUWRRQTVVJGUVKNNCFQNGUEGPVƒGNFQHECVGIQT[UVWFKGUYKVJKPQTICPK\CVKQPVJGQT[CPFYGNEQOG
papers that draw from various academic traditions.
Themes and topics needing to be more fully addressed by category scholars include:
Ű.QPIVGTONQPIKVWFKPCNCPFJKUVQTKECNFGXGNQROGPVU6TCEMKPIVJGEJCPIGKPOGCPKPICPFQT
labels of categories in time is an understudied phenomenon that needs further investigation
(Karthikeyan, Jonsson and Wezel, 2016). Long-term quantitative or historical studies on the changes in the meanings associated with categories would be fruitful to enrich our understanding of
category dynamics.
Ű+PVGTPCVKQPCNVTCPUNCVKQPRTQEGUUGU6JGUVWF[QHJQYECVGIQT[EJCPIGOC[DGHCEKNKVCVGFD[
labels and practices developed elsewhere, edited and translated to new national contexts has
received initial recognition (Cattani and Fliescher, 2013). These processes need, however, much
more elaboration, as category labels tend to travel across borders carried by ideologies (Czarniawska and Sévon, 2005).
Ű4GEQODKPCVKQPCPFECVGIQT[EJCPIG%CVGIQTKGUFQPQVGZKUVKPCXCEWWODWVCTGGODGFFGF
KPTGNCVKQPUJKRUQHOWVWCNKV[CPFEQORGVKVKQP2TQEGUUGUQHTGEQODKPCVKQPOC[FCOCIGƒTOU
but may also lead to the extension of a category’s meaning through sustained experimentation
(Phillips, 2013; Negro et al., 2011). The study of how the sustained recombination of existing
categories may lead to the change in the category schema and even to the development of novel
categories remains understudied.
Ű6JGU[ODQNKECPFVJGOCVGTKCNKPECVGIQTK\CVKQP9JKNGVJGOCKPCVVGPVKQPQHECVGIQT[UEJQNCTU
has been on labels and symbols, studies are starting to point to the importance of physical
exemplars in sustaining recategorization processes (Jones et al. 2012; Delmestri and Greenwood,
2016). Further work on the role of visuals and material objects in categorization would allow for
more generalizability of the theory.
Ű%CVGIQT[UVTWIINGUGOQVKQPUCPFOQTCNKV[9JKNGUQEKCNOQXGOGPVUGPICIGKPTGECVGIQTK\CVKQP
efforts when attempting to change meaning and practices associated with social categories,
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these efforts can be thwarted by defensive reactions of incumbent elites, activating emotional
reactions and denial (Delmestri and Goodrick, 2016). Such categorization processes have also
been understood as moral struggles. Studying the sequences of moves and countermoves of
these kinds of struggles, and their outcomes, constitutes an important ground for advancing
category studies.
/QTGURGEKƒECNN[YGYGNEQOGRCRGTUVJCVIKXGCPUYGTUVQVJGHQNNQYKPISWGUVKQPU
1. How does the embeddedness of social and market categories within broader society promote
or hinder category change?
2. How do new categories emerge and become legitimately established?
3. How does category change unfold? What organizational challenges are linked to category
change?
*QYFQGUECVGIQT[EJCPIGCHHGEVVJGFKXGTUKV[QHQTICPK\CVKQPUKPƒGNFU!
5. What is the role of emotions, their arousal or denial in effecting category change?
6. How are categories affected by technological and social challenges?
7. How do social movement engage in category work which changes the status or meaning of
categories?
8. How does work aimed at elevating the status of a category differ from the work aimed at
de-stigmatizing a category?
9. What are the dynamics of categorization and counter-categorization?
10. How do category dynamics improve our understanding of markets beyond economics?
9JKNGVJGCDQXGNKUVQHVQRKEUCPFSWGUVKQPUFGUETKDGUCTGCUVJCVEQWNFDGPGƒVHTQOCFFKVKQPCN
research, our list is not exhaustive. We seek articles that push our understanding of categories
CPFECVGIQT[F[PCOKEUOQTGDTQCFN[6JGCKOQHVJKU5+KUVQETGCVGCRNCVHQTOVQETQUUHGTVKNK\G
the various research camps that are involved in the study of categories with a particular focus on
category dynamics. We welcome contributions from multiple theoretical perspectives, whether
inspired by organization theory, organizational sociology, or economics. Studies that incorporate
insights from related disciplines, including sociology, business history, political science, linguistics
CPFUGOKQVKEURU[EJQNQI[CPFRJKNQUQRJ[EQWNFCNUQƒPFCJQOGKPVJKUURGEKCNKUUWG
SUBMISSIONS
2NGCUGUWDOKVRCRGTUVJTQWIJVJGLQWTPCNŨUQPNKPGUWDOKUUKQPU[UVGO5#)'VTCEMCVJVVROEOCPWUETKRVEGPVTCNEQOQTIUVWFKGUETGCVG[QWTWUGTCEEQWPV KH[QWJCXGPQVFQPGUQCNTGCF[ CPFHQT
ū/CPWUETKRV6[RGŬRNGCUGEJQQUGVJGEQTTGURQPFKPI5RGEKCN+UUWG#NNRCRGTUVJCVGPVGTVJGTGXKGYKPI
process will be double-blind reviewed following the journal’s normal review process and criteria. You
YKNNDGCDNGVQUWDOKV[QWTRCRGTHQTVJKU5RGEKCN+UUWGDGVYGGPVJGVJCPFVJQH5GRVGODGT
ADMINISTRATIVE SUPPORT AND GENERAL QUERIES
5QRJKC6\CICTCMK/CPCIKPI'FKVQT1TICPK\CVKQP5VWFKGU15QHƒEGT"IOCKNEQO
)25)857+(5,1)250$7,213/($6(&217$&7$1<2)7+(*8(67(',7256)257+,6
SPECIAL ISSUE:
Giuseppe Delmestri: giuseppe.delmestri@wu.ac.at
Filippo Carlo Wezel: wezel@em-lyon.com
Elizabeth Goodrick: goodrick@fau.edu
Marvin Washington: washingt@ualberta.ca
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Cattani G, & Fliescher M. 2013. Product category interactions in cultural industries: Spaghetti
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Organization Studies
%CNNHQT2CRGTU5RGEKCN+UUWGQP
Food Organizing Matters: Paradoxes, Problems
and Potentialities
Deadline for Submissions: October 31st 2017
Guest Editors
Grégoire Croidieu (GEM, France)
(TCPMFGP*QPF *CPMGP(KPNCPF870GVJGTNCPFU 
%JTKUVKPG/QUGT 870GVJGTNCPFU 
Juliane Reinecke (WBS, UK)
5KNXK[C5XGLGPQXC %$5&GPOCTM$+0QTYC[ 
INTRODUCTION
While food is one of the oldest and most critical human endeavours, the many paradoxes, problems
and potentialities associated with the organizing of food deserve much greater scholarly attention.
On the one hand, food security and safety are among the ‘grand challenges’ that face humanity,
alongside issues of environmental sustainability, poverty, health, and exploitation of labour. The
expansion of agribusiness has fed the staggering rise in world population over the 20th century.
+VJCUCNNQYGFCPCEEWOWNCVKQPQHYGCNVJWPRTGEGFGPVGFKPVJGJKUVQT[QHJWOCPMKPF&GURKVGVJKU
progress, some 800 million people still suffer from malnutrition or lack daily access to food (htVRUYYYYHRQTIEQPVGPVJWPIGTOCR 5KOWNVCPGQWUN[CJKIJRGTEGPVCIGQHHQQFIQGU
to waste and the number of obese people worldwide has now surpassed those underweight
.CPEGV   +PQVJGTYQTFUVJGRQVGPVKCNKVKGUWPNQEMGFD[VJGKPFWUVTKCNK\GF
RTQFWEVKQPQHHQQFJCXGCNUQETGCVGFUKIPKƒECPVEJCNNGPIGU[GVVQQXGTEQOG1PGOC[JQRGVJCV
more just, inclusive and sustainable forms of food organizing will help to address them.
On the other hand, food organizing is also a ‘grand passion’ full of potentialities. The variety
of food cultures, culinary movements, and food-related innovations testify of the level of passion and entrepreneurial spirit that inspires food organizing. Food can be an unparalleled source
of inspiration and motivation for organizing; it sparks off diversity, excellence, and creativity in
OCVGTKCNEWNVWTCNRQNKVKECNOGVCRJQTKECNCPFQVJGTUGPUGU+VKUVJGDCUKUQHEQOOWPCNKV[CPF
sociality, but also of identity politics and exclusions. Either way, food provides opportunities for
the collective renewal of traditions, the celebration of human relationships and the valorisation
of local savoir-faire.
Such paradoxes, problems and potentialities remind us that food organizing may remain partial
or even accidental, despite the tremendous resources, calculations, energy, creativity and good-
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will that are involved in the various processes related to food. Conversely, they also suggest that
food raises issues that organizational studies have not yet fully attended to and that beg to be
unravelled and explored.
With this special issue, we want to draw attention to food as an important setting for organizing,
as well as to the roles, conditions and consequences of food organizing in diverse societies. Zooming in on food and its particularities is a way to access, reveal, and enhance the understanding
of issues that usually remain ‘hidden’ for students of organizations from various intellectual backgrounds. This condition invites a cross-disciplinary conversation to build bridges between students of organizational studies and other disciplines, thus reflecting pleas for deeper engagement
CETQUUFKUEKRNKPGUCPFRGTURGEVKXGU 1TICPK\CVKQP5VWFKGU   +PCFFKVKQPVQWUKPI
food as a context for research, we seek to conceptualize food organizing and organizations as a
fruitful object of inquiry in and out of itself, one that has the potential to yield important and releXCPVKPUKIJVUHQTDQVJUEJQNCTUJKRCPFUQEKGVKGU+PUWOKVKUVKOGVQVCMGUGTKQWUN[VJGRCTCFQZGU
problems and potentialities of food organizing in ways that speak to contemporary contexts.
We invite contributions that delve into organizational aspects relating to food. This introduction points
some themes and topics as ‘entrees’ to a ‘menu’ that is yet to be created and compiled. The special
issue is open to a range of topics and themes, including, but not restricted to, the following:
Ű(QQFRTQFWEVKQP*QYKUVJGRTQFWEVKQPQHHQQFQTICPK\GFCPFYJCVEJCPIGUFQYGUGGKPVJG
way it is organized? How do organized relationships in the land, factories, laboratories or kitchens
shape and are shaped by us and the food we eat?
Ű(QQFIQXGTPCPEGTGIWNCVKQP*QYCTGHQQFUWRRN[CPFFGOCPFIQXGTPGF!*QYFQUVCPFCTFU
EGTVKƒECVKQPUENCUUKƒECVKQPUCPFECVGIQT[U[UVGOUJCXGCPKORTKPVQPVJGQTICPK\CVKQPQHHQQF
production and consumption?
Ű(QQFUWUVCKPCDKNKV[9JCVEJCNNGPIGUFQEWTTGPVYC[UQHHQQFQTICPK\KPIRTQFWEG!9JCVQRRQTtunities do they open? How can we organize and sustain more inclusive, sustainable and biodiverse food systems? What changes are necessary in the organization of food, such that we can
distribute food more equitably and reduce food waste?
Ű(QQFKPPQXCVKQP*QYFQQTICPK\CVKQPUEQNNGEVKXGUCPFEQOOWPKVKGUKPPQXCVGKPCPFCTQWPF
the provision, creation, preparation and consumption of food? How can food organizing bridge
sensory and aesthetic tastes? What are possible futures of food?
SUBMISSIONS
2NGCUGUWDOKV[QWTOCPWUETKRVVJTQWIJVJGLQWTPCNŨUQPNKPGUWDOKUUKQPU[UVGO JVVROEOCPWUETKRVEGPVTCNEQOQTIUVWFKGU ;QWYKNNPGGFVQETGCVGCWUGTCEEQWPVKH[QWFQPQVCNTGCF[JCXG
QPGCPF[QWOWUVUGNGEVVJGCRRTQRTKCVG5RGEKCN+UUWGCVVJGū/CPWUETKRV6[RGŬQRVKQP6JG)WGUV
Editors handle all manuscripts in accordance with the journal’s policies and procedures; they exRGEVCWVJQTUVQHQNNQYVJGLQWTPCNŨUUWDOKUUKQPIWKFGNKPGU JVVRLQWTPCNUUCIGRWDEQOJQOG
QUU ;QWECPUWDOKV[QWTOCPWUETKRVHQTVJKU5RGEKCN+UUWGDGVYGGPCPF1EVQDGT
For administrative support and general queries, you may contact Sophia Tzagaraki, Managing
'FKVQTQH1TICPK\CVKQP5VWFKGUCVQUQHƒEGT"IOCKNEQO
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Organization Studies
%CNNHQT2CRGTU5RGEKCN+UUWGQP
Organizational control and surveillance of new
work practices
Deadline for paper submissions: June, 29th 2018
Guest Editors :
(TCPȊQKU:CXKGTFG8CWLCP[ 7PKXGTUKVȌ2CTKU&CWRJKPG(TCPEG
#WTȌNKG.GENGTES8CPFGNCPPQKVVG %045.'/7/4+'5')5EJQQN
of Management, France)
+CKP/WPTQ 0GYECUVNG7PKXGTUKV[$WUKPGUU5EJQQN7PKVGF-KPIFQO
;GUJ0COC 4/+67PKXGTUKV[#WUVTCNKC
Robin Holt (Copenhagen Business School)
INTRODUCTION
Agnès, a young new startupper at the ‘Coworking Space’ in Berlin, explains1:
%QPXKXKCNHNCVHTGGHWPGHHGEVKXGCFCRVCDNGTGOCTMCDNGVTCPURCTGPVŲVJKUKUJQYVJKUEQYQTMKPIURCEG
FGUETKDGFKVUGNH+PTGCNKV[+ŨXGPGXGTJCFVJGKORTGUUKQPVQDGKPCPGPXKTQPOGPVHTGGFQHJKGTCTEJ[9G
YGTGCNNKPUVCNNGFKPCNCTIGQRGPURCEGUGRCTCVGFHTQOGCEJQVJGTQHQPN[UQOGOGVGTUŲŲGZEGRV
QWT%*1 %JKGH*CRRKPGUU1HƒEGT YJQJCFJKUQYPQHƒEGCPFEQWNFUWFFGPN[DWTUVKP6JGTGYCU
no overtime, only flexible hours. Actually overtime was considered the norm. We were all together in
the same space, looking at each other’s’ comings and goings. When a coworker left at 6 pm, we all
ironically (and legitimately) asked him if he was having a break! Fortunately beers and pizzas were
FKUVTKDWVGFCHVGTROVQOQVKXCVGWUVQUVC[ŲYGCNNUGGOGFVQGPLQ[VJKUMKPFQHUVQOCEJEQPVTQN
6JGTWNGHQTVJQUGYJQCTTKXGFNCVGKPVJGOQTPKPIYCUVJGPQTOYCUVQDTKPIRCUVTKGUŲ*QYGXGT
QXGTVKOG+JCFVJGHGGNKPIVJCVDGKPINCVGYCUOGVYKVJFKUCRRTQXCN#HVGTCNNOC[DGKVYCUCUKIPVJCV
RGQRNGYGTGNGUUOQVKXCVGFD[NGUUEQPƒFGPVKPQTNGUURCUUKQPCVGCDQWVVJGKTRTQLGEVU!1PGFC[+
HGNVKNNCVGCUGYKVJVJKUENKOCVGKVUVKHNGFOGŲ+KUQNCVGFO[UGNHKPVJGTGUVTQQOUVQQMO[UOCTVRJQPG
CPFECNNGFO[DQ[HTKGPFVQIGVUQOGMKPFQHUWRRQTVŲ
The emergence of new work practices and workplaces, as shown by the joint search for more
mobility, openness (e.g. with open innovation), horizontality (e.g. with coworking practices and
collaborative entrepreneurship), digital and collaborative practices (including more and more external stakeholders, e.g. customers and citizens, in the co-production of services), has raised
PGYSWGUVKQPUQHQTICPK\CVKQPCNEQPVTQNCPFUWTXGKNNCPEG+PCINQDCNEQPVGZVOCTMGFD[VJGKPXK-

ś+PURKTGFCPFCFCRVGFHTQOVJGUVQT[QH4COCFKGT/  $KGPXGPWGFCPUNGPQWXGCWOQPFGEQOOGPV
j’ai survécu à la coolitude des startups, Premier Parallèle.
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sible revolution of surveillance capitalism (Zuboff, 2015) and the resurgence of risk (Beck, 1992),
security fears and terror, which have re-legitimized the need for close surveillance and control,
new work practices and workplaces have transformed the ‘premises of human involvement in
organizations’ (Kallinikos, 2003, p. 595), as well as the mechanisms and conditions of control
CPFUWTXGKNNCPEG+PRCTVKEWNCTYQTMVTCPUHQTOCVKQPU RTQLGEVDCUGFYQTMVGNGYQTMKPIFKUVTKDWVGF
work arrangements, collaborative entrepreneurship and the emergence of third and collaborative
practices and spaces, e.g. coworking spaces, maker spaces, innovation labs) are revealing how
work increasingly gets performed outside the typical physical, spatial and temporal boundaries of
the organization or within the context of third spaces and liminal spaces (Oldenburg, 1989; Garrett
et al., 2017; Sewell and Taskin, 2015; Spinuzzi, 2012; Waber et al., 2014; Johns and Gratton, 2013).
These work transformations and new ‘sites’ (Schatzki, 2005) of work alter the structure of ‘presence’
and ‘visibility’ of employees and consequently affect the nature of the control of work practices (from
supervision to more reporting, from technocratic to more social, peer- and self- control): both horizontal relationships (with co-workers) and vertical relationships (with supervisors) are transformed.
These new work practices imply a ‘dispersal’ and ‘distantiation’ (Beyes and Stayaert, 2012; Sewell and
Taskin, 2015) in the time and space of control (Bauman and Lyon, 2013; Orlikowski, 1991), and raise
singular and often paradoxical challenges. On the one hand it entails collaborative forms of management control that extends beyond direct visual sight (Dambrin, 2004; Halford, 2005; Sewell, 2012),
and on the other, forms of self-disciplining and transformation in which autonomy becomes almost
a synonym for governance. Under the impress of both trends, surveillance has become increasingly
mobile, flexible, pervasive and unbounded (Bauman and Lyon, 2013), and in turn encourages them.
+VKUKORQTVCPVJQYGXGTPQVVQNKOKVWPFGTUVCPFKPIQHEQPVTQNCPFUWTXGKNNCPEGVQVJGFKIKVCNCPFKOOCVGTKCN+PFGGFKVUGGOUVJG[CTGOQTGVJCPGXGTEQPUVKVWVGFD[GODGFFGFKPCPFKPHWUGFKPVJG
materiality, corporeity, spatiality and temporality of new work practices and workplaces. Organizational
control and surveillance should be conceived of not only as digital, virtual, fluid, flexible and discursive,
but also as ever more deeply grounded in the concrete, material, spatial, embodied underpinnings (e.g.
work practices, spatial practices, places, bodies, technologies in use, information tactics) of everyday
NKHG /WPTQCPF,QTFCP.GENGTES8CPFGNCPPQKVVG 0GYYQTMRTCEVKEGUCPFTGEGPVYQTM
transformations enhance the complexity of situations to control and highlight the ambiguity of spaces,
instruments, objects, artefacts, management systems (Miller, 2008, 2009; Dale, 2005; Dale and Burrell,
.QTKPQFG8CWLCP[CPF8CCUV/WPTQ 6JGGXQNWVKQPQHQTICPK\CVKQPCNEQPVTQN
and surveillance through new work practices also points to the versatility of the uses of technologies in
control and surveillance efforts (Orlikowski and Scott, 2008); some research for example emphasize a
resurgence of ancient, bureaucratic forms of administration in new work settings, as managers seek
to compensate for the distance, absence, and lack of visibility of their subordinates (Sewell and Taskin,
1TNKMQYUMKCPF5EQVV*CNHQTF 6JGUGPGYRTCEVKEGUEQWRNGFVQGXQNXKPI+6WUGU
constitute a new kind of organising of employees, placing them on an almost permanent front stage
(Goffman, 1959). Such evolutions thus call for a deeper investigation of the materiality, corporeity,
spatiality and temporality of control and surveillance through new work practices and work settings.
Furthermore, the continuous evolution of work practices and emergence of new work practices
GITGOQVGYQTMFKIKVCNOQDKNKV[EQNNCDQTCVKXGGPVTGRTGPGWTUJKREQYQTMKPIRTCEVKEGU&Q+V;QWTUGNHOCMGTUEQTRQTCVGJCEMKPIŲ EJCTCEVGTK\GFD[CRQVGPVKCNUJKHVťHTQOUVCVKEEGPVTCNQXGTUKIJV
to untethered, dispersed (auto)organization, embedded in material technologies—raises important
tensions in terms of power relations, morality and ethics, with potentially paradoxical consequences.
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0QXGNV[RGUQHEQPVTQNCPFUWTXGKNNCPEGƒPFKPETGCUKPINGIKVKOCE[COQPIVJQUGDGKPIUWDLWICVGF
who may cooperate willingly, in a relation that raises new tensions between technology and human
flourishing (Bauman and Lyon, 2013). Developments of consumer surveillance, biometrics, workplace
surveillance, and ubiquitous computing constitute the embodied individual not only as a target of continuous oversight, but also as a subject of (self) exposure, through a process of data representation,
interpretation and sharing, so that games of visibility (exhibitionism), observation (voyeurism) and
secrecy (hiding one’s work) now abound in the workplace (Brivot and Gendron, 2011).
Thus, the tensions between the material, the virtual, the social, the embodied individual, and their implications, have never been so crucial to theories of control and surveillance. Emerging practices and
organizational forms fuel tensions between our notions of freedom and security, physical and virtual
or digital spatiality, the material with the social, the visible with the invisible, the continuous with the
FKUEQPVKPWQWUVJGTGKƒGFYKVJVJGXKTVWCNVJGOKPFYKVJVJGDQF[RQNKVKECN FQOKPCVKQPCPFQXGTUKIJV 
with cultural or ideological control (persuasion and consent), and manipulation and collaboration.
With this special issue, we seek to rethink control and surveillance by developing a more materialized,
spatialized, embodied and temporalized view in relation to new work practices that can supplement
and so counterbalance a vision these being purely virtual and digitally enabled. By such we refer to
theoretical analyses and contributions that emphasize the entanglement of social and material dimensions of control and work practices and the importance of ontological questions (i.e. what should be
VJGOCKPŤŧTGCNŨHQEWUQHCPCN[UKUQDLGEVUCEVKXKVKGURTQEGUUGURGTEGRVKQPURTCEVKEGUŲ! KUUWGUQH
space, time, corporeity, embodiment, visuality and materiality involved in control devices and new work
practices (Dale, 2005), as well as their relationships with organizations and organizing (Robichaud and
Cooren, 2013); and broader ontological debates (Leonardi et al., 2012; Carlile et al, 2013; Orlikowski,
1991; Orlikowski, 2007; Scott and Orlikowski, 2012), across different ‘epistemic communities’ (Holt
CPFFGP*QPF$QZGPDCWOGVCNFG8CWLCP[CPF/KVGX 
POTENTIAL APPROACHES AND QUESTIONS TO BE ADDRESSED IN THE SPECIAL ISSUE
To summarize, this special issue seeks to advance the study of organizations and organizing by
exploring the materiality, meaning, nature and forms of control and surveillance of and through
new work practices in contemporary society. We hope to involve a diverse range of scholars and
scholarly traditions in debate. We welcome submissions that address control and surveillance
from different ontological vantage points, in different contexts, using different methodologies.
Authors intending to submit papers to this special issue are encouraged to focus on some of the
broad issues in the following far from exhaustive list:
Philosophical, historical and sociological roots of societal and organizational control and surveillance of work practices;
The unexpected presence and emergence of control and surveillance in the context of new work
practices (e.g. sharing economy, remote work, digital mobility, collaborative entrepreneurship,
EQYQTMKPIRTCEVKEGU&Q+V;QWTUGNHOCMGTUEQTRQTCVGJCEMKPIŲ 
Semiosis and digital infrastructure of control and surveillance processes in organizations and
organizing;
The role of corporations and the ‘security–industrial complex’ in the deployment of new techniques;
Materiality, ontologies, politics of control and surveillance, and new agencies for such;
Concern for materiality, spatiality, liminality and temporality in control, discipline and surveillance;
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Critical perspectives on new work practices and the emergence of control;
The rise of terrorism (often in the city) and challenges for control and surveillance in the public
and private spaces;
Accomplishments and failures of control and surveillance;
The role of risk-management culture and risk-management tools in the emergence of surveillance
capitalism and its material, corporeal, spatial and temporal forms;
Relations between control and surveillance in new work practices and governance;
The disciplinary nature of control and surveillance in new work practices;
New work and collaborative practices (e.g. coworkers, digital nomads, makers, hackers);
Managerial and leadership techniques of control and surveillance.
SUBMISSIONS
Please submit papers through the journal’s online submission system, SAGE track, by visiting
JVVROEOCPWUETKRVEGPVTCNEQOQTIUVWFKGU%TGCVG[QWTWUGTCEEQWPV KH[QWJCXGPQVFQPGUQ
CNTGCF[ CPFHQTū/CPWUETKRV6[RGŬEJQQUGVJGEQTTGURQPFKPI5RGEKCN+UUWG#NNRCRGTUVJCVGPVGT
the review process will be double-blind reviewed, following the journal’s normal review process
CPFETKVGTKC;QWOC[UWDOKVRCRGTUHQTVJKU5RGEKCN+UUWGVJTQWIJ5#)'6TCEMDGVYGGP,WPG
15th and 29th 2018.
For further information about this CFP, please contact:
oscontrolwork@gmail.com
For administrative support and general queries, please contact:
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